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Custom built conveyors 24” - 48” widths. 
Conveyors can run horizontal then transition to run on incline, ( For underground storage hoppers) 

Each conveyor can be custom designed to your specifications and speed.
3”X3”X4” main cord 2-½” X 2-½” X 3/16” diagonals.

With in-ground hoppers 
and Stephens Seek-N-
Feed automated bin 
filling system, a 200 ton 
overhead bin can function 
as a 400-500 ton plant. A 
PLC based controller, 
for in-ground dump 
hopper and tunnel 
conveyor, can increase 
plant storage capacity 
and production. The 
system automatically fills 
overhead storage bins.

Truss
Conveyor



Truss Conveyor

Stephens Manufacturing is a member of the
CPMB (Concrete Plant Manufacturers Bureau) each conveyor

 will have a CPMB rating plate to guarantee that it meets 
the specification for that size conveyor.CONCRETE PLANTS • Tompkinsville, KY



Radial Stacker

 
Custom built Radial Stackers 24”, 30” and 36” belt widths, max length 125’. 

Heavy deep frame construction 3”x3”x14” main cord, 
2-½” X 2-½” X 3/16” diagonals and 4”x4”x¼” Heavy duty supports and axle.



Radial Stacker
Conveyors



Custom built with various 
drives and speeds; 
6” - 14” Screws available with 
direct drives, reducer drives, 
and spline drives, (some sizes 
not available with each drive ). 

Screw 
Conveyor



Custom built from 24” - 36” wide. Multiple Scale Pylons 
can be used to evenly support weight of conveyors

up to  80’ long. (Conveyors designed to weigh all
materials,  then start belt under full load)  

Weight Belts

Weighing 
Pylon

Shuttle Conveyor

 Each Shuttle is custom built to feed your bins or hoppers. 24” - 36” widths available. 
Rotating Shuttle Conveyors also available for multiple bin and hopper combinations or round bins.



Note: Parts and structure do vary from 
machine to machine as new product testing 
and research proves their success.
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